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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You are editing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that uses checkpoints.
The package performs the following steps:
1 . Download a sales transaction file by using FTP.
2 . Truncate a staging table.
3 . Load the contents of the file to the staging table.
4 . Merge the data with another data source for loading to a data warehouse.
The checkpoints are currently working such that if any of the four steps fail, the package will
restart from the failed step the next time it executes.
You need to modify the package to ensure that if either the Truncate Staging Table or the
Load Sales to Staging task fails, the package will always restart from the Truncate Staging
Table task the next time the package runs.
Which three steps should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.)
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which options are valid for an online reorganization operation?
A. FULL and CLEANUP OVERFLOWS
B. CLASSIC and RECLAIM EXTENTS
C. CLEAN OVERFLOWS and RECLAIM EXTENTS
D. FULL and RECLAIM EXTENTS
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
得意先または仕入先マスタレコードの以下のセグメントのどれに支払条件を入力できますか？この
質問には3つの正解があります。
A. 会社コードセグメント
B. 購買組織セグメント

C. 販売エリアセグメント
D. クライアントレベルセグメント
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following data replication technologies should an administrator use between two
storage arrays 1000 miles apart?
A. Snapshots
B. Synchronous
C. Asynchronous
D. Cloning
Answer: C
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